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Executive Summary 
The ​2020 NSF Cybersecurity Summit for Large Facilities and Cyberinfrastructure​, now in its 
eighth consecutive year, once again provided a forum for NSF scientists, researchers, security 
experts, and managers to collaborate on addressing core cybersecurity challenges. The 
fundamental goals of the summits are to support the development of a trusting, collaborative 
community and to substantially address that community’s core cybersecurity challenges. In 
response to the COVID-19 pandemic, Trusted CI, the NSF Cybersecurity Center of Excellence, 
decided to proceed with organizing and hosting the annual event virtually for the first time in its 
history. Though participants could not meet face to face this year, the Summit again provided an 
opportunity for attendees to share experiences, benchmark and debate cybersecurity best 
practices, identify common challenges, and receive practical training. Moreover, the Summit 
was an opportunity for the science, research, and security communities to highlight 
cybersecurity challenges to NSF program officers and for the Trusted CI team to gain insight 
into the needs, concerns, and challenges facing the community. 
The 2020 Summit was held online September 22​nd​ through September 24​th . The Summit’s ​Call 1
for Participation  yielded a program comprising eleven plenary presentations, three lightning 2
talks, two panels, eight training sessions, and two ‘Birds-of-a-Feather’ meetings. Presenters 
were offered the choice of delivering a live or pre-recorded session. As with previous summits, 
the first day’s sessions were dedicated to training. The second and third days’ sessions were 
composed of plenary presentations, panels, and lightning talks that focused on the security of 
cyberinfrastructure projects and NSF’s Large Facilities. Please see ​Appendix A​ for the full 
Summit Agenda​.  
The number of registrants was 425 with 287 attending, up from 143 in-person attendees last 
year.  These attendees represented 142 NSF projects, including 16 of the 20 NSF Large 
Facilities. The attendees missed the interaction possible with an in-person meeting. However, 
they noted advantages with the virtual format and many requested the continued offering of a 
virtual attendance option even when in-person meetings can be resumed. 
The common themes and challenges that were identified during the Summit generally fell within 
four categories: collaboration, organizational/management-related, workforce, and emerging 
trends. A summary of these findings is included below. A notable addition to the 2020 Summit 
was its outreach to engage representatives from disciplines such as social sciences and crisis 
informatics whose research has not traditionally been considered to be cybersecurity-related. 
There is a growing realization of the relevance and impact the insights of these researchers can 
bring to addressing cybersecurity challenges. 
 
 
1 ​https://www.trustedci.org/2020-nsf-summit  
2 ​https://www.trustedci.org/cfp-2020 
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Collaboration​: 
● As emphasized by multiple presenters, collaboration and knowledge share continue to 
be highly valued and encouraged by the cybersecurity community. Federated identity 
management was again noted as key to supporting collaborative projects. 
 
Cybersecurity and organization management​: 
● Cybersecurity needs to be fundamental and integral to a project’s, program’s, or 
organization’s culture. Cybersecurity added as a “bolt-on” does not work well. Gaining 
the organizational support necessary to establish a “culture of cybersecurity” requires 
effective communication between cybersecurity staff and management/executive 
leadership. Cybersecurity professionals should seek to understand their organization’s 
goals and objectives and build relationships with CISOs and other authorizing officials to 
further the incorporation of cybersecurity into the organization’s priorities. 
 
Workforce​: 
● Diversity of cybersecurity team members, who each bring different backgrounds and skill 
sets, leads to more effective cybersecurity responses. This includes team members from 
other fields - e.g., social scientists, behavioral scientists who are not cybersecurity 
experts - as well as racially, ethnically, culturally, etc. diverse individuals. 
● Training and bringing in new people, especially students, is essential to the growth and 
effectiveness of the cybersecurity community. 
 
Emerging trends​: 
● Disinformation is a major threat to our sociotechnical systems. Incidents of 
disinformation need to be addressed by rapid response to reduce misinformation and 
head off the spread of the disinformation. 
● The value of cybersecurity to science is broadening from a focus on data confidentiality 
to include the value of data integrity (trustworthy data) and the scientific data and 
resources themselves. 
 
Along with the broader recurring themes listed above, several specific recommendations toward 
addressing cybersecurity challenges resonated with attendees: 
● Take advantage of existing templates and resources for developing policies, processes, 
exercises, etc., and adapt them to your specific situation and priorities. 
● Sometimes a cybersecurity challenge can’t be fully solved at one time; the only practical 
approach is to “just keep chipping away” at it. 
● Taking care of fundamentals is important to maintaining cybersecurity. Use secure 
passwords (preferably a password manager), apply updates and patches, and minimize 
the number of installed applications that are rarely or never used. 
● "Say it out loud!" and ask yourself if it seems suspicious. If something seems too good to 
be true, it probably is. 
● Jupyter has a strong community with a need to raise awareness and communicate how 
security works in Jupyter.  
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● The roles AI and ML can play in cybersecurity were noted, however keeping human 
judgment in the loop is important. 
 
Attendees shared their thoughts about the virtual 2020 Summit experience during an open 
discussion at the end of the Summit and through the attendee and training surveys. Recurring 
comments included: 
 
● Free attendance at this year’s virtual Summit lowered the barrier to participation and 
increased registration. Attendees would like to see a virtual option continue to be offered 
along with future in-person meetings. 
● The most frequently cited downside of the virtual event was, not unexpectedly, the loss 
of opportunities for face-to-face interaction and spontaneous “hallway conversations”. 
● The training continued to be a favorite part of the Summit. 
● Attendees liked having the session recordings available. 
 
The dedication, creativity, and flexibility of the 2020 NSF Cybersecurity Summit planning 
committees and the Summit attendees once again resulted in an engaging, productive meeting, 
despite the shift from an in-person to an online format. Survey responses from a large majority 
of the attendees rated their overall experience with the 2020 Summit as “Excellent” or “Good”. 
Summit content addressing compelling current issues, such as disinformation and the value of 
community diversity and inclusivity, along with the cybersecurity-related training sessions were 
particularly valued by participants. Although the virtual format presented some challenges, it 
clearly presented advantages in terms of enabling attendance and accessibility. The Trusted CI 
team looks forward to the 2021 Summit, with the hope that an in-person meeting, along with a 
virtual attendance option, can again be offered to serve the NSF science community. 
1 Plenary Sessions  3
1.1 Presentations 
NSF Address: OAC’s Reimagined Cybersecurity Program [NSF] ​- Amy Friedlander 
 
NSF is focused on the 10 Big Ideas, plus the Convergence Accelerator across the seven NSF 
directorates. Dr. Friedlander noted the importance of NSF stimulating communities around 
challenges, such as supporting the cybersecurity community to enable safe and trusted 
scientific research. She credited the Summit for bringing the cybersecurity community together 
and noted the importance of cybersecurity to NSF’s Large Facilities. 
 
3 Session titles are listed along with an [Abbreviation] used for reference in ​Section 4. Common Themes 
and Challenges​. Presenter affiliation and job title can be found in ​Appendix B: Speakers and Trainers. 
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Dr Friedlander listed the five main areas within NSF’s Office of Advanced Cyberinfrastructure 
(OAC): networking & cybersecurity, computing, data, software, learning & workforce 
development and emphasized the significance of OAC as an organization that targets 
maintaining 24x7 production-quality facilities (not just purely research). The production focus 
makes infrastructure refresh important and drives an increasing interest in translational research 
(i.e., Transition to Practice). She encouraged community members to reach out to Dr. Robert 
Beverly regarding achieving the goals of: 
1. Reproducible science - includes integrity and provenance 
2. Collaborative science - includes privacy and authentication 
3. Production science - includes confidentiality, usability, and availability 
 
Key points: 
1. Cybersecurity needs to be a fundamental part of project design, built in from the 
ground-up, not added as a bolt-on. Cybersecurity is an enabler for scientific research 
and is fundamental to trust. 
2. Because we are a research and education community, training is important for 
disseminating cybersecurity content and for bringing in new people, especially students. 
3. The proverb on the last slide reinforces the value of building the cybersecurity 
community: If you want to travel fast, travel alone; if you want to travel far, travel together 
 
Keynote: Disinformation During Crisis Events: The Perfect Storm of COVID-19 and the 
2020 Election [Disi]​ - ​Kate Starbird 
 
Misinformation, and now disinformation, are common during crisis events.  Distinction between 
misinformation and disinformation is the intent. Misinformation is a standard part of crisis events, 
fueled by uncertainty and doubt, while disinformation is misleading and intentionally spread to 
achieve specific objectives, with a goal to confuse rather than convince.  COVID is a perfect 
storm, with persistent uncertainty, distrust in authority, and people seeking information from 
"displaced gatekeepers" outside of the science community.  Disinformation is a threat to 
democracy - it undermines trust in information, government, other institutions, and each other. 
 
Key points: 
1. Disinformation is a cybersecurity issue attacking the sociotechnical systems. Response 
needs to include: education across all age groups to be savvier information consumers; 
better platform design to keep communities safe; clear and transparent policies to enable 
rapid and decisive action. Response needs to reduce misinformation and be rapid to 
head off the spread of disinformation. 
 
Trusted CI State of the Union [TCSU] ​ - ​Von Welch 
 
Trusted CI Director Von Welch provided an update on the NSF research cybersecurity 
landscape, including issues caused by the 2020 pandemic, and the activities being undertaken 
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by Trusted CI and the NSF community broadly in resource to the challenges in the landscape to 
research productivity, integrity, and reproducibility. 
 
Key points: 
1. The view of cybersecurity for science has evolved from primarily an issue of 
confidentiality to also encompassing the value of the scientific data itself and the 
availability of that data. 
2. The rise of ransomware has made research resources and data valuable to criminals. 
3. The diversity and uniqueness of scientific platforms, and the dynamic, collaborative 
nature of science projects, add challenges to cybersecurity for science. Science projects 
can be ongoing over many years, or very short-lived; both need strong cybersecurity. 




Collaboration as a Service: Supporting Virtual Research Organizations Forming at the 
Speed of Threat [CaaS]​ - ​Matthew Economou, Kyle Lewis 
 
Recent events have shown that our scientists can face sudden challenges that require them to 
build collaborative teams that focus quickly on the research objectives; rarely can these 
challenges wait for procedural timelines and provisioning. The National Institute of Allergy and 
Infectious Diseases (NIAID) has been optimizing a collaboration platform for researchers and 
scientists for a broad and growing group of educational and research institutions around the 
world. The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) guidelines for information 
security require a level of deliberate acceptance of risk through the NIST Risk Management 
Framework (RMF) process and prescribed security controls. This process does not lend itself to 
the speed and flexibility of ad hoc collaborative teams from those institutions needing to adapt 
and extend as high-impact conditions emerge (e.g., COVID-19). The challenge of the Virtual 
Research Organization (VRO) is to articulate the implementable controls as well as mitigation 




1. Challenge: Organizations dealing with issues that require rapid response, such as 
allergy and infectious diseases, need to meet confidentiality and cybersecurity 
requirements within shorter timeframes than are typically achievable under government 
frameworks such as NIST Risk Management Framework. 
2. Response: Build a Virtual Research Organization (VRO) across many collaborating 
teams. The model leverages federated identity management and authentication and 
uses automated RMF tools to build a model for RMF compliance. The model must be 
able to identify risks for acceptance by Authorizing Officials. 
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Gemini’s Policy Laxative [Gemi] ​-​ ​Jerry Brower 
 
In a previous talk from Gemini Project members, Chris Morrison and Tim Minick, we learned 
about Gemini's "Policy Constipation" while trying to get even basic Cybersecurity policies written 
and approved.  Well, now after years of iteration and many lessons learned, Gemini now 
believes we have the cure.  Learn the policy creation/approval methodologies and tips we 
discovered that I call the "Gemini policy laxative".  We will discuss tips and strategies to produce 
a steady flow of policies, which is a critical factor to ensure a healthy cybersecurity program. 
 
Key points: 
1. Policy approval and moving to production is often challenging.  
2. A light-weight approach can be very effective for policy development: a small number of 
people, few words, and a collaborative writing tool. 
3. Take advantage of templates and other available resources for policy development. 
4. Policies are a living document and will require approval as they evolve. 
5. Empower managers with specific responsibilities for understanding and catching policy 
violations. 
6. Include those who sign or approve policy in the review process.  
 
 
Build a Cybersecurity Culture with Tabletop Security Exercises [BCCT]​ - ​Josh Drake 
 
The National Science Foundation has invested over $7B in scientific research projects, and 
those projects lead the world in providing opportunities for scientific discoveries. Yet this 
investment and leadership are at risk, threatened by cyberattacks from malicious technology 
actors, some foreign-sponsored and some rogue with no agenda other than maliciousness. 
These projects operate in a collaborative, international, and open nature of scientific research 
and the projects’ highly specialized instruments and high performance computing resources 
require an approach different than that taken to secure business or government enterprises. To 
successfully defend NSF research against today’s evolving cyber threats, cybersecurity 
professionals must act differently. This presentation will educate projects on how they can build 




1. “Culture eats strategy” applies; cybersecurity strategy can fail if not accompanied by 
cybersecurity culture. Live tabletop exercises are useful in building a cybersecurity 
culture in an organization. 
2. Use existing exercise examples or templates and modify them to align with the 
organization’s needs and goals. 
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Trust Coordination for Research Collaboration in the Era of the European Open Science 
Cloud [EOSC] ​- ​David Groep 
 
The European Open Science Cloud (EOSC, see e.g. https://www.eosc-portal.eu/) enters a 
next phase of integration and consolidation with the establishment of a common service 
portal listing underpinning services that enable distributed resources in the areas of 
computation, data, open access, and above-the-net collaboration services. Composition of 
services within this EOSC ecosystem will create mutual dependencies between service 
providers so to keep the ecosystem trustworthy and secure both core services and the 
services and content available through the portal must be secure - in the interest of not only 
of the users but also of their peers. 
 
Key points: 
1. This is an ecosystem, rather than an infrastructure 
2. Distributed core systems: services run on different nodes, and provided by different 
members 
3. Transparency is vital: “Do no harm” - has to be implemented by service providers, and 
not expose other participants to increased risks as well as be transparent about any risks 
4. Service providers need to grow to a mature security model. 
 
 
Speak Their Language: Make Cybersecurity Make Sense for Executive Leadership [STL]​ - 
Susan Sons 
 
The National Science Foundation has invested over $7B in scientific research projects, and 
those projects lead the world in providing opportunities for scientific discoveries. Yet this 
investment and leadership are at risk, threatened by cyberattacks from malicious technology 
actors, some foreign-sponsored and some rogue with no agenda other than maliciousness. This 
presentation will educate the audience, through the use of real-world examples as well as 
mental models that audience members can take away and start applying today, on how to bring 
cybersecurity topics to executive leadership and other stakeholders outside the cybersecurity 
community on their terms and in their language, in order to more effectively advocate for smart 
cybersecurity decisions organization-wide. 
 
Key points: 
1. Zooming out: minimize jargon, connect requests together with an overarching 
strategy/theme, and use consistency to breed confidence in understanding 
2. Build internal and external relationships 
3. Define leadership: they are the people leading the organization to serve its purpose to 
the outside world. 
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Two Community Surveys on Data Integrity Issues in Scientific Computing [2SRV] ​- ​Jim 
Basney, Sean Peisert 
 
This talk aims to communicate the findings of two Trusted CI community efforts, taking place in 
2019–2020, that examined data integrity and trustworthy data. This includes concerns 
expressed by the community, key assumptions, varying definitions and use of terminology, risks 
to science and scientific reproducibility, best practices for mitigations, and more. The talk is 
aimed to be of broad audience interest, ranging from individual scientists and science projects 
running small-scale servers, clusters, sensor networks, and so on, all the way to operators of 
large-scale data repositories, major scientific instruments, and high-performance, scientific 
computing systems. As best we can, given available information, we also address issues of 
local computing infrastructure vs. cloud infrastructure. The presenters hope and aim for a lively 
Q&A session and ongoing community discussion that will have near-term interest to the 
community and help to continue to augment and refine the outputs of our 2019-2020 
examinations. 
 
Key points from Dr. Basney’s presentation: 
1. “Trustworthiness” is used in many ways, with no single definition emerging from a 
literature review. The most common definition was “data integrity”, meaning that data 
has not been altered. 
2. Integrity and reproducibility ranked very high among the attributes required for 
trustworthy data. 
3. The trustworthiness of scientific data was almost universally valued. 
4. Widely used tools and technologies to secure data include: Access Control Lists; 
archival storage; backup; RAID; and, increasingly, multi-factor authentication. 
5. The two areas of highest concern among respondents were (a) bad/wrong conclusions 
drawn from untrustworthy data and (b) damage to a researcher’s or institution’s 
reputation. 
 
Key points from Dr. Peisert’s presentation: 
1. Researchers are often unaware that random bit flips (binary 0 → 1 or 1 → 0) occur and 
present a threat to trustworthy data. 
2. The causes of bit flips in this study are naturally occurring phenomena such cosmic rays 
or electrical interference, not malicious attack. 
3. Researchers assume that the research cyberinfrastructure will correct for these bit flips, 
but frequently it does not. 
4. Data integrity can be protected by techniques such as checksums, ECC, and hashes. 
The researcher and cyberinfrastructure engineer need to decide if the extra cost 
imposed by redundancy, slowdown, or code modification is required to maintain data 
integrity for their application. E.g., a bit flip of metadata could have disastrous 
consequences, while a bit flip of video or a single sensor output would likely be lost in 
the noise or discarded as an outlier. 
5. Cloud computing is designed with data integrity in mind. 
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Sharing Expertise and Artifacts for Reuse through Cybersecurity Community 
Hub–SEARCCH [SRCH] ​-​ ​David Balenson 
 
The SEARCCH project aims to help improve the overall scientific quality of cybersecurity 
research by developing, deploying, and supporting new, innovative community infrastructure 
that enables the transfer and reuse of cybersecurity experimentation expertise and artifacts, 
including testbeds, methodologies, tools, data, and best practices. This infrastructure will 
provide an open, online “knowledge hub” to support experimentation, testing, and education. A 
collaborative team composed of USC-ISI, SRI International, U. Utah, and U. Illinois Urbana- 
Champaign is working to develop an initial artifact metadata description, pre-populate the hub 




1. The sharing of repeatable, reproducible, and reusable artifacts in cybersecurity 
experimentation is critical. However, the artifacts can be difficult to maintain and may be 
difficult to find/share. 
2. The project is relying on crowd-sourcing of the content to rate and review artifacts using 
a marketplace model (e.g., Amazon, Etsy) 
3. The Hub stores artifact metadata, not the artifacts themselves. 
4. Initial data population was done manually, with the plan to move to automated data 
“mining”. 
5. SEARCCH community engagement activities include outreach to ResearchSOC, SaTC, 
and FABRIC projects. 
1.2 Panels 
Students’ Panel: Multidisciplinary in Cyber: Research, Education, and Industry [SP] ​- 
Moderators: ​Jeannette Dopheide and Aunshul Rege 
Panelists: ​Tonya Davis, Kevin Metcalf, Helen Patton, Rodney Peterson 
 
The panel members shared their insights and highlights from their experiences and answered 
the students’ questions about cybersecurity hot topics; workforce diversity and development; 
lessons learned from multidisciplinary approaches; and professional development. 
 
Key points: 
1. The culture needs to become more security aware. 
2. Security should be built in by design. 
3. Look at the human side, not just the technical side. Soft skills such as judgment, critical 
thinking, ability to make connections, and communication skills are important. 
4. Diverse and multidisciplinary teams in terms of gender, color, veteran status, disabled, 
ideas, backgrounds, experience, culture, etc. are the most effective. 
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5. Networking with people outside of your own discipline is valuable. Look for fellowship 
and workshop opportunities to gain experience. Go to people who you know have a 
particular skill and ask them who *else* to discuss it with. 
6. Data sharing is important. 
7. There were mixed opinions regarding data analytics. One person said “data analytics is 
a rising star” while others saw less value and placed more emphasis on human 
judgment. 
8. IoT, space, misinformation/disinformation, election security 
9. Cybersecurity risk management responsibility is across an organization, not just with IT 
or management. 
10. Get the fundamentals right: Patching, password hygiene, minimization (delete unused 
applications). 
11. If you know one of the passwords besides the master password to log into your 
password manager, you’re going to run into trouble. 
12. Mindset: If it looks too good to be true, it is. Say it out loud! Does it sound right? 
 
Trusted CI Fellows Panel [FP] 
Moderator: ​Dana Brunson 
Trusted CI Fellows: ​Smriti Bhatt, Laura Christopherson, Tonya Davis, Luanzheng Guo, Jerry 
Perez, Songjie Wang - Cyberinfrastructure Engineer, University of Missouri 
 
This panel will give all six of the 2020 Trusted CI fellows (https://trustedci.org/fellows) the 
opportunity to briefly present what they have learned about cybersecurity in the context of their 
respective disciplines. The Trusted CI Fellows program seeks to empower members of the 
scientific community with basic knowledge of cybersecurity and the understanding of Trusted 
CI’s services, and then have them serve as cybersecurity liaisons to their respective community. 
The Trusted CI Fellows program will establish and support a network of Fellows with diversity in 
both geography and scientific discipline. These fellows will have access to training and other 
resources to foster their professional development in cybersecurity. In exchange, they will 
champion cybersecurity for science in their scientific and geographic communities, and 
communicate challenges and successful practices to Trusted CI. 
 
Key points: 
1. Fellows started in 2019 to broaden the reach of Trusted CI; fellows have training and 
resources to foster professional development in cybersecurity; fellows act as liaisons 
between Trusted CI and their communities 
2. Four 2019 Fellows still involved with Trusted CI 
3. Songjie Wang: “Great and successful experience for me” 
4. Jerry Perez: “Delighted attending all of the meetings and when I was informed learning 
many of the methods and software we’re going to be using to secure our 
cyberinfrastructure was developed through Trusted CI” 
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5. Luanzheng Guo: “If you want to build a career related to cybersecurity, and if you are 
passionate and concerned about cybersecurity and cyberinfrastructure, I strongly 
encourage you to apply for the Trusted CI fellows program” 
6. Smriti Bhatt: Nice opportunity for researchers trying to expand their knowledge in cyber 
security and CI. 
7. Laura Christopherson: “This has been an awesome program for me.  It’s been really 
great.  I've met a lot of interesting people.  The talks have been fantastic.  I've got to 
learn things or see things that I didn’t really anticipate.” 
8. Tonya Davis: The Fellowship offered training from a different perspective; cybersecurity 
had been studied by CS personnel and information technologists but not social scientists 
- it was so appealing.  I wanted to be able to train students with this different perspective. 
1.3 Lightning Talks 
Risky Business: University Cyber Defense [UCD] ​- ​Sean Doyle, Nora Fenton 
 
Cadets Doyle and Fenton will seek to establish a cohesive argument for the continuation of 
Defense Department research at universities despite growing cybersecurity concerns, 
particularly with the introduction of classified, or top secret, data. The cadets will conduct 
multiple research interviews with high ranking personnel at various universities in order to fully 
understand the decision making process behind these institutions. Finally, they will seek to 
quantify the data in a qualitative or quantitative format, dependent upon the availability of the 
data in questions. 
 
CI CoE Pilot: Where Do We Go From Here? [CIPi] ​-​ ​Anirban Mandal, Wendy Whitcup 
 
The CI CoE Pilot project provides leadership, expertise, and active support to 
cyberinfrastructure (CI) practitioners at NSF Major Facilities (MF) and throughout the research 
ecosystem. In this lightning talk, we will present our accomplishments during the first phase of 
the project and our current and future plans. 
 
Key points: 
1. Through an initial project with NCAR NEON, the CI CoE Pilot developed a blueprint for 
successfully assisting NSF LFs in developing their cyberinfrastructure including CI 
architectural design, knowledge sharing, sustainability, and workforce development. 
 
Client Tools for Transitioning from X.509 to OAuth2 Access Credentials [OAu2] ​- ​Dave 
Dykstra 
 
In my 2016 NSF Cybersecurity Summit plenary talk, I presented the Fermilab-developed 
command line tool “cigetcert” which retrieves X.509 certificates from CILogon using the 
Federated Identity SAML ECP protocol. Authentication to the local Identity Provider is usually 
done with Kerberos, so getting new certificates is completely hidden from users. Longer-lived 
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proxy certificates are automatically stored in MyProxy, where they are used by the batch job 
system to renew short-lived proxies that are sent with jobs to remote sites for access to storage. 
This proposed talk is about a similar replacement system that Fermilab has developed for 
OAuth2-based access credentials. Fermilab, in collaboration with the Open Science Grid (OSG) 
and the Worldwide LHC Computing Grid (WLCG), is now transitioning from X.509 certificates to 
OAuth2/OpenID Connect (OIDC) JSON Web Tokens (JWTs) for access control. 
 
Key points: 
1. Fermilab is implementing the next generation of their successful approach to user 
authentication and authorization by deploying a popular open source tool in combination 
with a client developed in-house. 
1.4 Birds of a Feather 
Jupyter Security Best Practices [Jupy]​ - ​Rick Wagner 
 
Key points: 
1. Jupyter has a strong user community, but there is a need to raise awareness about how 
security works in Jupyter. The user needs to understand what is required for security 
then the cyberinfrastructure and security teams need to secure the environment. 
2. Best practices for securing Jupyter are still being developed. Some approaches: 
JupyterHub, which allows users to spawn Jupyter notebooks; Open OnDemand at some 
HPC centers, which allows Jupyter Notebooks plus a wider range of tools; internal TLS 
from the hub and proxy server; make JupyterHub more like a science gateway than part 
of a cluster. 
 
Data Integration and Applications Development Security [DIAD] ​- ​Manisha Kanodia 
 
Motivating questions for this BoF: 
● With the new world of remote development, what are some security risks we face in the 
application development space? 
● What are the security challenges when dealing with Data Integrations across systems? 
● Thoughts on API/Web Service development and the role of security. 
Key points: 
1. Version control is important. 
2. Create one development server and have collaborators access it remotely so you’re 
managing one system and not multiple replicated development platforms. 
3. Have a system backup to ensure business continuity. 
4. Security challenges in data integration: 
a. Multiple departments share data but have multiple practices and policies, which 
can complicate security. 
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b. Multiple users or departments may create shadow databases, which means there 
are multiple databases to manage. 
c. Creating data hubs and choosing data integration tools. Implementation may 
require some in-house software development to supplement COTS tools to meet 
requirements. 
5. The university environment requires managing the security of student data as well as 
student access to data. 
2 Realtime Training and Workshop Descriptions 
Tackling Cybersecurity Regulations: DARS, CMMC, HIPAA, FISMA, and GDPR​ - ​Anurag 
Shankar, Erick Deumens, Gabriella Perez, Scott Russell 
 
Compliance is emerging as a major challenge for research organizations unfamiliar with 
cybersecurity rules and regulations. It arrives through terms in grants, contracts, and data use 
agreements, or a sudden discovery of regulated data in a project. Lacking compliance expertise 
and the means to afford commercial offerings to fill the gap, organizations often respond with 
fear, uncertainty, and doubt, or overreact. This training session is especially designed to help 
those who are new to the world of cybersecurity compliance or struggling with it. It will 
familiarize the attendees with DFARS, CMMC, HIPAA, FISMA, and GDPR, common compliance 
regimes affecting research in the US, and provide strategies to address them. 
 
Security Log Analysis​- ​Mark Krenz, Ishan Abhinit 
 
This is a tutorial/workshop on Security Log Analysis that will assist programmers and system 
administrators in analyzing logs, with the goal of detecting security incidents. The workshop 
walks participants through the security log analysis lifecycle, providing considerations for 
centralized log collection and log management tools, phases of compromise, and examples 
from real world attacks. We will be using logs from Zeek, which is a Network Security 
Monitor(NSM) used for general network traffic analysis. This tutorial also includes a hands-on 
exercise that will demonstrate techniques to analyze logs to detect security incidents. 
 
Developing Cybersecurity Programs to Support NSF Science​- ​Craig Jackson, Bob Cowles 
 
This online training covers the foundational requirements for a competent cybersecurity 
program, and the application of those requirements to organizations and facilities that provide 
scientific cyberinfrastructure. It is based on the Trusted CI Framework Implementation Guide 
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Leveraging AI/ML for SOC Threat Hunting and Incident Investigation ​- ​Jay Yang, Ryan 
Kiser, Emily Adams, Scott Orr 
 
Cyber threat hunting and incident investigation often takes hours if not days to complete. The 
long response time is often due to a combination of potentially sophisticated cyberattack tactics, 
diverse and evolving system and user settings, ever-increasing attack surfaces, and large 
volume of heterogeneous intrusion alerts and threat intelligence. Recognizing such challenges, 
many AI/ML solutions have been developed in an attempt to assist SOC analysts to aggregate, 
correlate, or summarize intrusion activities. 
 
Yet, most practices in the field still focus on sorting through intrusion alerts using dashboards. 
This hands-on training will offer a perspective where SOC analysts leverage “attack models” to 
digest the ongoing and evolving attack behaviors on one’s network. 
 
Web Security and Automated Assessment Tools—Theory & Practice​ - ​Bart Miller, Elisa 
Heymann 
Software assessment tools – tools that scan the source or binary code of a program to 
find weaknesses – are the first line of defense in assessing the security of a software project. 
These tools can catch flaws in a program that can affect both the correctness and safety of 
the code. This tutorial is relevant to anyone wanting to understand how those tools work, 
and learn how to use these automated assessment tools to minimize security flaws in the 
software they develop or manage. 
3 Pre-Recorded Training and Presentations  
Protecting the Routing Cyberinfrastructure Through Machine Learning and Statistical 
Analysis [PRCI]​ - ​Pablo Moriano 
 
The underlying networking engine of the current cyberinfrastructure (CI) relies on core Internet 
protocols such as the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP). BGP has been used for coordinating the 
exchange of routing information between networks despite being highly fragile. Unfortunately, 
the implicit trust between routes transmitted through BGP is not trustworthy by design in 
detriment of the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of the CI resources/services. This 
proposal describes a new anomaly detection method that demonstrates how to improve the 
security of the routing cybesinfrastructue. 
 
Key points: 
1. BGP is a core Internet protocol but is, nonetheless, vulnerable to attacks that can result 
in the rerouting of data plane traffic and serious threats to data integrity. 
2. While attacks can be prevented by cryptographic techniques, this research is developing 
another strategy using anomaly detection with the goal of identifying and preventing 
attacks before they spread and cause harm. 
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Cybersecurity is a Team Sport [CTS]​ - ​Susan Frank 
 
I learned in the FBI that teamwork is critical in many aspects of cybersecurity. The synergy of 
many heads tackling a problem leads to success more often than any individual could hope for. 
Given the intimidating environment that many students perceive in college, the complete 
cooperation of students is unlikely. Yet we have achieved this wholeheartedly at Suffolk County 
Community College. Our students act like a team, reminding each other to use keyboard 
shortcuts, helping each other to understand how to use sophisticated regular expressions, 
hardening systems to perform amazingly well in security defense competitions, and so on. 
This presentation will show how to achieve success in developing professional relationships 




1. Cybersecurity requires problem solving, and this is improved with team work involving 
people from different backgrounds and skill sets. 
2. This idea was applied to the students at the Suffolk County Community College on Long 
Island in New York (cybersecurity club), with very good results, including top positions at 
national competitions. 
3. A team should have a common goal, and good role models to follow.  Respect and 
compassion are important, and everyone should be listened to.  And team members 
should help each other. 
 
Both Sides of the Looking Glass: How Vulnerability Scanning and Honeypots Can Work  
Together in Proactive Cybersecurity Operations [BSLG]​ - ​Richard Biever, Ken Goodwin 
 
The Research Security Operations Center (ResearchSOC) has been rolling out two key 
services that pair vulnerability scanning from outside a site’s network perimeter with strategically 
placed honeypots inside the perimeter. These two services, the Vulnerability Identification 
Service (VIS) by Three Rivers Optical Exchange (3ROX) and the Sharing Threat 
Intelligence for Network Gatekeeping with Automated Response (STINGAR) honeypot service 
developed at Duke, enable participating sites to learn about actual risks and threats to their 
cyberinfrastructure assets. In this presentation, the VIS and STINGAR leads will walk you 
through the basics of each service, and discuss how these technologies work together to help 
organizations focus on taking proactive approaches to cybersecurity. 
 
Key points: 
1. VIS and STINGAR are services available via ResearchSOC; use them alone or together. 
2. VIS probes for active IPs, scans for vulnerabilities and services, creates custom reports, 
both machine parsable and human readable version, and exported automatically to get 
rapid data into the system 
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3. STINGAR uses honeypots as sensors to collect info on what is targeting the network 
space, helping you take proactive action or retrospectively look back to determine if 
there was contact with machines you should be concerned about. 
4. Use VIS and STINGAR together to help immediately mitigate risk 
 
Using a Digital Forensics Tool to Analyze ENRON Data [DigF] ​-​ Ebru Cankaya 
 
This training demonstrates the use of the freely available digital forensics tool ​Aid4Mail​ to 
analyze the publicly available ENRON database emails in an effort to unearth select rogue 
clandestine plans in the ENRON company. We hope this will be good training for digital 
forensics students as well as professionals to gain hands on experience on a digital forensics 
tool using real life data. 
 
Key points: 
1. Presentation used database consisting of ENRON data. 
2. Forensic tool used in the demonstration is AID4MAIL, used to analyze the database for 
rogue email communication. 
 
Foundations of Secure CI [FSCI] ​ - ​Ciprian Popoviciu, Samir Tout, Lola Killey 
 
We are on the cusp of a technical revolution that is akin to that of the original Internet. IPv6 and 
the Internet of Things (IoT) are proving to be an integral part of this revolution. IPv6 overcomes 
the prominent constraints of IPv4’s limited address space that can no longer accommodate 
today’s Internet. IPv6 is critical to the scalability of key IT infrastructures, notably IoT, which is 
proliferating into our lives across multiple industries through a plethora of “smart” technologies 
(e.g., smart grid, smart cities, intelligent transportation systems, etc.) that transform established 
staples of our lives such as our homes, vehicles, and modern workplaces.  
  
The goal of the proposed training is to introduce CI researchers to key concepts and standard 
terminology used in CI within the context of secure, next generation infrastructures. We will 
cover technology-independent CI design principles, such as the infusion of security into early 
design stages. We will also delve into the CI building blocks and the key technologies used 




1. Three part presentation on security considerations for next generation 
cyberinfrastructure, consisting of IoT, IPv6, and IoT + IPv6. 
2. IoT enables new capabilities that conventional computing equipment lacked, including 
remote sensing (e.g. a sensor in a desert gathering data for a scientist to analyze), 
monitoring, troubleshooting, analysis of the physical world. 
3. IoT creates a new paradigm shift in perimeter security. 
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4. Demand in IP addresses is a result of the explosion of devices, including IOT. IPv4 ran 
out of IP addresses. They cost $25 a piece, a big cost on an inexpensive IoT device.  
5. IPv6 is the plan of record for the industry, so all IoT devices should be built on IPv6 or 
with IPv6 in mind.  
6. IPv6 is no better or worse than IPv4 related to security. 
7. LoRa is a low-power wide-area network protocol developed by Semtech. 
8. LoRaWAN security uses a network security key, and an application security key 
9. IPv6 address planning is essential to zones implementation and end to end security  
4 Common Themes and Challenges 
The sociotechnical threats presented by disinformation, the effectiveness of diverse project 
teams, and a continued emphasis on the value of community collaboration were among the 
recurring themes at the ​2020 NSF Cybersecurity Summit for Large Facilities and 
Cyberinfrastructure​ held 22-24 September 2020. Beginning in 2013, Trusted CI, NSF’s 
Cybersecurity Center of Excellence, has hosted this annual event bringing together 
cybersecurity and cyberinfrastructure professionals and stakeholders to develop community and 
share best practices. 
 
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the 2020 Summit became the first to be held totally virtually. 
Summit organizers made that decision in May 2020 based on community feedback regarding 
health concerns and the reality of restricted travel budgets during the pandemic. Though some 
attendees experienced challenges in working with Whova, the platform selected for the Summit, 
the virtual Summit format was generally well-received by the attendees. Multiple attendees 
requested that a virtual option be offered in the future along with in-person attendance. 
 
A notable addition to the 2020 Summit was its outreach to engage representatives from 
disciplines such as social sciences and crisis informatics whose research has not traditionally 
been considered to be cybersecurity-related. There is a growing realization of the relevance and 
impact the insights of these researchers can bring to addressing cybersecurity challenges.  
 
There were multiple recurring themes noted throughout the Summit along with some singular 
observations that resonated with the attendees. These major takeaways are described below 
along with references to presentations where they were presented. 
 
Collaboration​: 
1. As reported in previous summits, collaboration and knowledge share are highly valued 
and encouraged by the cybersecurity community. ​[NSF, CaaS, SP, FP, EOSC, SRCH] 
2. Federated identity management continues to be noted as key to supporting collaborative 
projects.​ [CaaS, OAu2, FP, SRCH].​ This point is particularly critical to the European 
Open Science Cloud team as they develop a “federated ecosystem” and face challenges 
in managing risk and not exposing collaborators. ​[EOSC] 
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Cybersecurity and organization management​: 
3. Cybersecurity needs to be fundamental and integral to a project’s, program’s, or 
organization’s culture. Cybersecurity added as a “bolt-on” is not effective. ​[NSF, BCCT] 
4. Effective communication to management / executive leadership is critical to gaining 
organizational support and successfully establishing a culture of cybersecurity. Seek to 
build relationships with CISOs, authorizing officials, etc. to gain support. Quantifying risk 
will help leadership understand the importance of cybersecurity. Quoting Susan Sons, 
“speak their language”: Cybersecurity professionals should read the organization’s plans 
and reports, understand what the organization is saying and what's being said about the 
organization.​ [CaaS, Gemi, BCCT, STL]  




6. Diversity of cybersecurity team members, who each bring different backgrounds and skill 
sets, leads to more effective cybersecurity responses. This includes team members from 
other fields - e.g., social scientists, behavioral scientists who are not cybersecurity 
experts - as well as racially, ethnically, culturally, gender, veteran, disability, etc. diverse 
individuals. Value is added by people who think in different ways. ​[SP, STL, FP, CTS]  
7. Kate Starbird’s Keynote presentation comment, “I didn’t realize I was in cybersecurity” 
was profound; how many other researchers across diverse disciplines don’t realize that 
they have an impact in (or are delving into) the domain of cybersecurity? ​[Disi, FP] 
8. Training and bringing in new people, especially students, is essential to the growth and 
effectiveness of the cybersecurity community. ​[NSF, SP, FP] 
 
Emerging trends​: 
9. Disinformation is a major threat to our sociotechnical systems. Incidents of 
disinformation need to be addressed by rapid response to reduce misinformation and 
head off the spread of the disinformation.​ [Disi, PRCI] 
10. The value of cybersecurity to science is broadening from a focus on data confidentiality 
to include the value of data integrity (trustworthy data) and the scientific data and 
resources themselves. ​[NSF, TCSU, DIAD (student data and access to student data), 
2SRV] 
 
Recommendations to consider in addressing cybersecurity challenges​: 
11. Take advantage of existing templates and resources for developing policies, processes, 
exercises, etc., and adapt them to your specific situation and priorities. ​[Gemi, BCCT] 
12. Sometimes a cybersecurity challenge can’t be fully solved at one time; the only practical 
approach is to “just keep chipping away” at it.​ [Disi, EOSC] 
13. Taking care of fundamentals is important to maintaining cybersecurity. Use secure 
passwords (preferably a password manager), apply updates and patches, and minimize 
the number of installed applications that are never used.​ [SP] 
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14. "Say it out loud!" and ask yourself if it seems suspicious. If something seems too good to 
be true, it probably is. ​[SP]  
15. Jupyter Security continued to be of interest, with supportive turnout (24) at the​ Jupyter 
Security Best Practices BoF​. (Ref 2019 Training) Jupyter has a strong community with a 
need to raise awareness and communicate how security works in Jupyter.​ [Jupy, EOSC]  
16. The roles AI and ML can play in cybersecurity were noted, however keeping human 
judgment in the loop is important. ​[Disi, SP]  
 
Attendees shared their thoughts about this year’s Summit experience during the open 
discussion at the end of the Summit and through the attendee surveys.  Multiple comments, pro 
and con, described participants’ experience with the virtual platform, Whova, used for the 
conference. Takeaways from the closing discussion and surveys are listed below with further 
detail in ​Section 7.1 Summary of Attendee Survey Responses​ and​ ​Appendix E​. 
 
1. Free attendance at this year’s virtual Summit lowered the barrier to participation and 
increased registration. 
2. Attendees requested that a virtual option continue to be offered along with future 
in-person meetings. 
3. The most frequently cited downside of the virtual event was, not unexpectedly, the loss 
of opportunities for face-to-face interaction and spontaneous “hallway” conversations. 
4. The training continued to be a favorite part of the Summit. See ​Section 7.2 Training 
Evaluation Summaries ​and​ ​Appendix F​ for more detail of Attendee Training Evaluations. 
5. Attendees liked having the session recordings available. 
5 Summit Management and Planning 
The 2020 Summit was organized and hosted by Trusted CI, the NSF Cybersecurity Center of 
Excellence. COVID-19 led to a change of venue and format from the original Summit plan, 
causing a transition from an in-person meeting in Bloomington, IN, to an online virtual event. 
Summit organizers made that decision in May 2020 based on community feedback regarding 
health concerns and the reality of restricted travel budgets during the pandemic. The virtual 
Summit format was generally well-received by the attendees. Free registration and no 
travel-related expenses were likely factors in a two-fold attendance increase over 2019. The 
2020 count of individuals who registered and attended at least one session was 287, 
representing 142 NSF-supported projects and including 27 students. In comparison, attendance 
in 2019 totaled 143. 
 
Several staff members from Indiana University’s Center for Applied Cybersecurity Research 
(CACR) organized the Summit. Diana Cimmer, CACR’s Events & Communications Manager, 
provided overall leadership for the Summit. The Organizing Committee included: Leslee 
Bohland, Administrative Director; Austin Cushenberry, IT Support Specialist; Kelli Shute, Senior 
Project Manager; and Von Welch, Acting Associate Vice President for Information Security at 
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Indiana University, Executive Director for the OmniSOC, Executive Director for Cybersecurity 
Innovation, and the Director of CACR. 
 
We recruited a Program Committee (PC) comprising key leaders from NSF CI projects and the 
broader community. The PC was charged with five core tasks for 2020: (a) setting summit goals 
and establishing a summit theme, (b) setting the specific agenda and inviting speakers; (c) 
selecting white papers and training for presentation at the summit; (d) extending invitations to 
expert presenters; and (e) laying the framework for successful post-summit evaluation and 
community support. Jim Marsteller served as chair of the PC, a role he has held in prior 
summits. The PC held 16 meetings by conference call beginning March 25, 2020 and ending 
October 7, 2020. It conferred electronically both prior to and following this time period.  
The 2020 PC members were: 
● James Marsteller (Chair) ​-​ ​Assistant Director of Security and Compliance, 
Pennsylvania State University 
● Mike Corn ​-​ ​Chief Information Security Officer, University of California San Diego 
● Jeannette Dopheide​ - Senior Education, Outreach and Training Coordinator, National 
Center for Supercomputing Applications 
● John Haverlack ​-​ ​Interim Chief Information Security Officer, US Academic Research 
Fleet 
● Chris Morrison​ - Head of Information Technology Operations, NSF’s NOIRLab 
● Anita Nikolich ​- Director of the Active Computational Thinking (ACT) Center, Illinois 
Institute of Technology 
● Helen Patton ​-​ ​Chief Information Security Officer, The Ohio State University 
● Aunshul Rege ​- Associate Professor with the Department of Criminal Justice, Temple 
University 
● Valerie Vogel ​- ​Strategic Consultant, Vantage Technology Consulting Group 
● Aurelia Williams ​-​ ​Professor of Computer Science and Founding Director of the Cybersecurity 
Complex, Norfolk State University 
 
The Program Committee’s 2020 ​Call for Participation ​maintained the ongoing Summit mission to 
provide a format designed to increase the NSF community’s understanding of cybersecurity 
strategies that strengthen trustworthy science: what data, processes, and systems are crucial to 
the scientific mission, what risks they face, and how to protect them. As in prior years, the CFP 
requested brief white papers and lightning talk proposals that focused on NSF Large Facilities’ 
unmet cybersecurity challenges, lessons learned, and/or significant successes. Training 
proposals were again requested with suggested topics of cybersecurity planning and programs, 
risk assessment and management, regulatory compliance, identity and access management, 
data management and provenance, network security and monitoring, secure coding and 
software assurance, physical security in the context of information security, and information 
security of scientific and emerging technologies. Session proposals that addressed findings 
from the 2019 Summit were encouraged, though this was not a requirement. The CFP was 
adapted for this year’s summit, giving session proposers the choice of presenting live or 
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recorded content. This year’s CFP response yielded a program comprising eleven plenary 
presentations, three ‘Lightning Talks’, two panels, eight training sessions, and two 
‘Birds-of-a-Feather” meetings. Several presenters chose to pre-record content while others went 
ahead with live presentations. Please see ​Appendix A​ for the Summit agenda. 
6 Summit Attendees 
6.1 Attendee Demographics 
The count of individuals who registered and attended at least one session of the 2020 Summit 
was 287, representing 142 NSF-supported projects and including 27 students. The Summit was 
again open to all interested individuals with connections to the NSF-sponsored research, 
cybersecurity, and/or cyberinfrastructure (CI) communities and NSF officials. As in prior years, 
participants from research and education organizations such as Department of Energy, 
Internet2, and higher education were also invited. In addition to cybersecurity and CI 
professionals, this year’s Summit Program Committee recruited researchers and practitioners 
from social sciences and law enforcement to broaden the perspectives being presented. 
 
By removing the budget constraints of travel and hotel costs, this year’s online Summit enabled 
increased international participation, with representation from eight countries (double the 
previous high of four in 2018), and allowed us to increase student registration over previous 
years. The number of student attendees increased from 10 in 2019 to 27 this year. Recognizing 
the significant increase in student participation, the Summit Program Committee hosted a panel 
targeted at the students’ interests. Please see ​Appendix C​ for information about the 2020 
Summit student attendees and program. 
 
The NSF Cybersecurity Summit aims to foster and provide a welcoming environment of mutual 
respect for all people. The organizers recognize that diverse participation is both a socially 
relevant outcome for NSF and a particular challenge in the cybersecurity community in general. 
To gather ongoing baseline data related to this diversity effort, attendees had the option to 
provide their ethnicity/race and gender/sex. This demographic information was collected 
separately from the registration process to make it clear that ethnicity, race, and gender 
information had no impact on registration acceptance. The aggregated voluntary responses to 
those items follow in Tables 1 and 2. 
 
Table 1. Attendee self-reported ethnicity. 
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Ethnicity/Race 2020 2019 2018 2017 
White or Caucasian 141 (63.0%) 88 (57.9%) 84 (71.2%) 79 (60.8%) 
Asian or Southeast Asian 28 (12.5%) 16 (10.5%) 8 (6.8%) 11 (8.4%) 
Black or African American 16 (7.1%) 6 (3.9%) 1 (0.8%) 4 (3.1% 
 
 
Table 2. Attendee self-reported gender. 
 
6.2 NSF Project Representation 
Representatives from 16 of the 20 NSF Large Facilities participated in this year’s Summit. 
These facilities include: 
● United States Antarctic Program 
● Academic Research Fleet 
● Green Bank Observatory 
● Icecube Neutrino Observatory 
● International Ocean Discovery Program 
● Large Hadron Collider (CMS) 
● Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave Observatory 
● National Center for Atmospheric Research 
● Natural Hazards Engineering Research Infrastructure 
● National Ecological Observatory Network 
● Geodetic Facility for the Advancement of Geosciences 
● NSF’s National Optical-Infrared Astronomy Research Laboratory 
● National Radio Astronomy Observatory 
● National Solar Observatory 
● Ocean Observatory Initiative 
 
In addition to the Large Facilities, a total of 142 NSF-supported projects were represented. 
Please see ​Appendix D​ for the list of these projects. 
4 Gender Information gathered via poll after Summit this year, so no opportunities for counting the number 
of people who skipped the question. 
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Prefer not to answer 15 (6.7%) 6 (3.9%) 7 (5.9%) 10 (7.7%) 
Hispanic or Latino 15 (6.7%) 7 (4.6%) 1 (0.8%) 4 (3.1%) 
Multiracial 5 (2.2%) 3 (2.0%) 2 (1.7%) 4 (3.1%) 
Other Ethnicity 1 (0.5%) 0 (0%) 1 (0.8%) 0 (0%) 
Middle Eastern 1 (0.5%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 
Native Alaskan or American Indian 0 (0.0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (0.8%) 
Gender / Sex 2020 2019 2018 2017 
Female 36(35.2%) 27 (17.8%) 18 (15.3%) 27 (20.8%) 
Male 68(66.7%) 96 (63.2%) 75 (63.6%) 77 (59.2%) 
No Answer Provided N/A  4 28 (18.4%) 25 (21.2%) 26 (20%) 
Non-Binary 1(1.0%) 1 (0.7%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 
7 Summary of Summit Survey Responses 
In an effort to learn from each year’s summit, and improve the following year’s experience, we 
again solicited attendee feedback via two Google forms-based surveys. One survey asked 
attendees about their overall summit experience and the second requested input specifically 
regarding the training sessions. We received 26 responses to the Summit Attendee Survey and 
21 to the Training Evaluation. With this year’s pivot to a virtual format, the 2020 survey 
responses will help guide the summit planners as they consider the role and scope of online 
summit offerings in the future, even when in-person meetings can safely be resumed. 
7.1 Summit Attendee Survey 
This year’s survey responses comprised feedback regarding Summit content, thoughts on 
meeting in a virtual environment, and experiences with Whova, the virtual event platform. A 
large majority of respondents, 22 of 26, rated their overall experience with the 2020 Summit as 
“Good” or “Excellent, with 24 of 26 saying they would like to attend future summits (the other 2 
respondents replied “Maybe”). Of the 25 attendees who responded to the question “How useful 
to your work was the information discussed at the summit?”, all found it to be “Moderately’, 
“Very”, or “Extremely” useful.  
 
As in previous years, some attendees noted the training among their favorite sessions. 
Requested topics for future summits included more content focused on the social/human 
aspects of cybersecurity and presentations from ‘industry practitioners’. One person would like 
to have an overall theme be identified for the summit; others liked the diversity of topics. 
 
Several advantages of the virtual format were noted. No-cost registration with no travel expense 
opened attendance to many individuals who would not have been able to participate otherwise. 
The availability of Q&A/Chat/“Hand raise” tools was described as “equalizing”; attendees who 
might hesitate to ask questions in a large in-person meeting felt more comfortable engaging with 
presenters through using the online tools. Multiple attendees would like to see virtual 
attendance continue as an option for encouraging diversity and offering flexibility even after 
in-person meetings can be resumed. One of the respondents volunteered ideas for facilitating 
the incorporation of remote participants if we choose a hybrid meeting format in the future. 
Session recordings were valued by multiple attendees who appreciated the flexible viewing 
schedule.  
 
The most frequently cited downside of the virtual event was, not unexpectedly, the loss of 
opportunities for face-to-face interactions. Effective communications alternatives to in-person, 
spontaneous “hallway conversations” was the most common request for improving the virtual 
summit experience. Clear posting of session descriptions and the schedule is important to help 
virtual attendees stay on track. 
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The remaining comments were primarily focused on Whova, the virtual platform chosen for the 
summit. The two most challenging aspects of using Whova were the requirement to “reconnect” 
to each new session as it started (this was particularly problematic for the five-minute Lightning 
Talks) and problems with performance of the embedded Zoom application. Some users had to 
resort to using the direct Zoom link outside of Whova. Users for whom the embedded Zoom 
worked well liked the integrated platform. Whova encouraged download and use of the mobile 
Whova app, but several people said they had no interest in using a mobile device for this type of 
application. 
 
Additional attendee survey response detail can be found in ​Appendix E​. 
7.2 Training Evaluation Summary 
Training participants expressed satisfaction as 19 of the 21 survey respondents replied that, 
based on this year’s experience, they would attend training offered at future summits (the other 
2 said “maybe”). Participants noted several aspects of the training that they found to be 
particularly useful. These included: hands-on sessions where they could see concepts in action; 
the links and well-developed hands-on materials; templates on how to identify stakeholders; 
tools (AWK and Zeek); search techniques; and the knowledge share among the participants 
regarding tools, new technologies, and experiences. Attendees would like to see more hands-on 
learning opportunities in future training. 
 
Survey respondents suggested several topics for inclusion at future summits. There were 
requests for training in tools and techniques, such as wireshark, packet crafting (scapy), 
forensics, encryption, and security AI; addressing human factors and social engineering in 
cybersecurity; and cybersecurity practice and policy, such as CMMC, securing research 
infrastructure, and product, consumables, and embedded systems security. 
 
Additional training evaluation response detail can be found in ​Appendix F​. 
8 Conclusion 
The dedication, creativity, and flexibility of the 2020 NSF Cybersecurity Summit for Large 
Facilities and Cyberinfrastructure planning committees and the Summit attendees once again 
resulted in an engaging, productive meeting, despite the shift from and in person to online 
format. Survey responses from a large majority of the attendees rated their overall experience 
with the 2020 Summit as “Excellent” or “Good”. Summit content addressing compelling current 
issues, such as disinformation and the value of community diversity and inclusivity, along with 
the cybersecurity-related training sessions were particularly valued by participants. Although the 
virtual platform presented some challenges, it clearly presented advantages in terms of enabling 
attendance and accessibility. The Trusted CI team looks forward to the 2021 Summit, with the 
hope that an in person meeting, along with a virtual attendance option, can again be offered to 
serve the NSF science community. 
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PROGRAM AGENDA
2020 Virtual NSF Cybersecurity 




Program Committee Members​: 
Jim Marsteller (Chair), Mike Corn, Jeannette Dopheide, John Haverlack, Chris Morrison, Anita Nikolich, 
Helen Patton, Aunshul Rege, Valerie Vogle, Aurelia Williams 
Organizers​: 
Leslee Bohland, Diana Cimmer, Austin Cushenberry, Kelli Shute, Von Welch 
  
All Times Listed in Eastern Daylight Time (EDT) 
  
  
TRAINING DAY​  |  Tuesday, September 22, 2020 
 ​Pre-Recorded Trainings​  |  Available beginning September 15 
● Both Sides of the Looking Glass: How Vulnerability Scanning and Honeypots Can Work 
Together in Proactive Cybersecurity Operations (Richard Biever, Ken Goodwin) 
● Using a Digital Forensics Tool to Analyze ENRON data (Ebru Cankaya) 
● Foundations of Secure CI (Ciprian Popoviciu, Samir Tout, Lola Killey) 
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1:00pm Afternoon Training Sessions Begin 
●  ​Tackling Cybersecurity Regulations: DARS, CMMC, HIPAA, FISMA, and 
GDPR (Anurag Shankar, Erick Deumens, Gabriella Perez, Scott Russell) 
● Security Log Analysis (Mark Krenz, Ishan Abhinit) 
● Developing Cybersecurity Programs to Support NSF Science (Craig 
Jackson, Bob Cowles) 
●  ​Leveraging AI/ML for SOC Threat Hunting and Incident Investigation (Jay 
Yang, Ryan Kiser, Emily Adams, Scott Orr) 
● Web Security and Automated Assessment Tools—Theory & Practice (Bart 
Miller, Elisa Heymann) 
5:00pm Sessions End 
PLENARY SESSION 1  ​|  Wednesday, September 23, 2020 
  
 ​Pre-Recorded Plenary Talks​  |  Available beginning September 15 
● Protecting the Routing Cyberinfrastructure Through Machine Learning and 
Statistical Analysis (Pablo Moriano) 
● Cybersecurity is a Team Sport (Susan Frank) 
 
PLENARY SESSION 2​  |  Thursday, September 24, 2020  
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1:00pm Welcome / NSF Address: OAC’s Reimagined Cybersecurity Program 
(Amy Friedlander) 
1:30pm Keynote: Disinformation (Kate Starbird) 
2:30pm Break 
2:45pm Trusted CI State of the Union (Von Welch) 
3:15pm Collaboration as a Service: Supporting Virtual Research Organizations Forming at 
the Speed of Threat​ ​(Matthew Economou, Kyle Lewis) 
3:45pm Gemini’s Policy Laxative (Jerry Brower) 
4:15pm Break 
4:45pm Build a Cybersecurity Culture with Tabletop Security Exercises (Josh Drake) 
5:15pm BoFs – Birds of a Feather 
●  ​Jupyter Security Best Practices (Rick Wagner) 
●  ​Data Integrations and Application Development Security (Manisha 
Kanodia) 
12:00pm 
Student Panel: Multidisciplinary in Cyber (Host: Jeannette Dopheide; 
Co-host: Aunshul Rege; Panelists: Helen Patton, Rodney Petersen, 
Kevin Metcalf, Tonya Davis) 
1:00pm Trust Coordination for Research Collaboration in the Era of the European Open 
Science Cloud (David Groep) 
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2:00pm Lightning Talks (5 min. each) 
● Risky Business: University Cyber Defense (Sean Doyle, Nora Fenton) 
●  ​CI CoE Pilot: Where Do We Go From Here? (Anirban Mandal, Wendy Whitcup
● Client Tools for Transitioning from X.509 to Oauth2 Access Credentials 
(Dave Dykstra) 
2:15pm 
Q&A with Instructors for Pre-recorded Trainings and Talks 
● Protecting the Routing Cyberinfrastructure Through Machine Learning and 
Statistical Analysis (Pablo Moriano) 
● Foundations of Secure CI (Samir Tout) 
● Cybersecurity is a Team Sport (Susan Frank) 
●  ​Both Sides of the Looking Glass: How Vulnerability Scanning and Honeypots
Work Together in Proactive Cybersecurity Operations (Richard Biever, Ken 
Goodwin) 
2:30pm Break 
2:45pm Trusted CI Fellows Panel (Dana Brunson, Jerry Perez, Laura Christopherson, 
Luanzheng Guo, Songjie Wang, Smriti Bhatt, Tonya Davis) 
3:15pm Two Community Surveys on Data Integrity Issues in Scientific​ ​Computing (Jim 
Basney, Sean Peisert) 
3:45pm Break 
4:00pm Sharing Expertise and Artifacts for Reuse through Cybersecurity​ ​Community 
Hub–SEARCCH (David Balenson) 
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Name Institution Job Title 
Ishan Abhinit Indiana University, Center for 
Applied Cybersecurity Research 
Data Analyst 
Emily Adams Indiana University, Center for 
Applied Cybersecurity Research 
Principal Security Analyst/CISO 
David Balenson SRI International Senior Computer Scientist 
Jim Basney National Center for 
Supercomputing Applications, 
Trusted CI 
Senior Research Scientist 
Smriti Bhatt Texas A&M University - San 
Antonio 
Assistant Professor 
Trusted CI Fellow 
Richard Biever Duke University Chief Information Security Officer and Senior 
Director for Identity Management and 
Networking 
Jerry Brower NSF's NOIRLab Information Security Officer 
Dana Brunson Internet2 Executive Director, Research Engagement 
Ebru Cankaya The University of Texas - Dallas Associate Professor of Instruction 
Laura Christopherson RENCI at UNC Chapel HIll Cyberinfrastructure facilitator/data analyst 
Trusted CI Fellow 
Bob Cowles Trusted CI Consultant 
Tonya Davis Alabama A&M University Assistant Professor and Graduate 
Psychology Program Coordinator 
Trusted CI Fellow 
Erick Deumens University of Florida Director of UF Information Technology 
Jeannette Dopheide National Center for 
Supercomputing Applications, 
University of Illinois, Trusted CI 
Sr. Education, Outreach, and Training 
Coordinator 
Sean Doyle University of Notre Dame Student 
Josh Drake Indiana University, Center for 
Applied Cybersecurity Research 
Senior Security Analyst 
Dave Dykstra Fermilab Software Developer 
Matthew Economou National Institutes of Health International Program Network Engineer 
Nora Fenton University of Notre Dame Researcher for the Office of Naval Research 
Susan Frank Suffolk County Community College Assistant Professor 
Amy Friedlander National Science Foundation Deputy Office Director, CISE/OAC 
Ken Goodwin Pittsburgh Supercomputing 
Center, ResearchSOC 
Director, Advanced Networking 
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David Groep Nikhef Senior Scientific Researcher 
Luanzheng Guo University of California-Merced Newly P.H.D graduate 
Trusted CI Fellow 
Elisa Heymann University of Wisconsin-Madison Senior Scientist 
Craig Jackson Indiana University, Center for 
Applied Cybersecurity Research 
Program Director 
Manisha Kanodia University of California San Diego Director, Student Affairs Information Services 
Lola Killey Merit Network Program Manager 
Ryan Kiser Indiana University, Center for 
Applied Cybersecurity Research 
Senior Security Analyst 
Mark Krenz Indiana University, Center for 
Applied Cybersecurity Research 
Lead Security Analyst 
Kyle Lewis Research Data and 
Communications Technologies 
Chief of Governance and Risk Management 
Anirban Mandal RENCI at UNC Chapel HIll Assistant Director, Network Research and 
Infrastructure 
Kevin Metcalf National Child Protection Task 
Force 
CEO 
Bart Miller University of Wisconsin-Madison Professor 
Pablo Moriano Oak Ridge National Laboratory Research Scientist 
Scott Orr Indiana University Bloomington OmniSOC Security Operation Center (SOC) 
Operations Manager 
Helen Patton The Ohio State University CISO and Co-director for Institute for 
Cybersecurity and Digital Trust 
Sean Peisert Lawrence Berkeley National 
Laboratory 
Staff Scientist 
Gabriella Perez University of Rhode Island, 
Graduate School of 
Oceanography, R/V Endeavor 
Marine Technician 
Jerry Perez University of Texas at Dallas - 
Systems Engineering and 
Management 
Director 
Trusted CI Fellow 
Rodney Petersen NIST National Initiative for 
Cybersecurity Education 
Invited government speaker 
Ciprian Popoviciu East Carolina University Assistant Professor 
Aunshul Rege Temple University Assoc. Professor 
Scott Russell Indiana University, Center for 
Applied Cybersecurity Research 
Senior Policy Analyst 
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Anurag Shankar Indiana University, Center for 
Applied Cybersecurity Research 
Senior Security Analyst 
Susan Sons ResearchSOC Deputy Director 
Kate Starbird University of Washington - 
Department of Human Centered 
Design & Engineering 
Associate Professor 
Samir Tout Eastern Michigan University Professor & Researcher 
Rick Wagner University of California San Diego Systems Integration Engineer V 
Songjie Wang University of Missouri Cyberinfrastructure Engineer 
Trusted CI Fellow 
Von Welch Indiana University, Center for 
Applied Cybersecurity Research 
Director 
Wendy Whitcup USC ISI Project Manager 
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C.1 Moving the Student Program to an Online Format 
 
Moving the Summit to an online format presented some challenges as well as new opportunities 
to broaden our audience. This is especially the case with our student program. Without the 
budget constraints of travel and hotel accommodations, we were able to allocate more 
registration seats to students than in previous years. This year twenty-seven students, from 
inside and outside the US, joined us for three days of hands-on training, talks, panels, and 
active Q & A sessions. 
 
Because our student attendance was significantly larger than in previous years, we decided to 
host a panel specifically targeted toward their interests. Prior to the Summit we asked the 
students to vote from a list of topics. They selected "Multidisciplinary in Cyber: Research, 
education, and industry." Our panelists included senior leadership in cybersecurity institutions 
as well as experts in crime and psychology (See: ​Appendix A: Summit Agenda​). They talked 
about the various efforts in research, education, and industry to engage these domains to gain a 
more holistic approach to cybersecurity.  
 
C.2 Student Attendees 
 
The following is a list of the students who agreed to share their Name and Institution in the 
Summit Report. 
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Name Institution 
Adefemi Afuwape University of Ibadan 
Ahmed Shahzad Indiana University Bloomington 
Abraham John University of Ibadan 
Abiola Ogundeko University of Colorado, Colorado Springs 
Atefeh Mohseni Ejiyeh UCSB 
Bello Moussa Amadou African Leadership University 
Ronny Bazan-Antequera University of Missouri Columbia 
Bonnie VanDeventer Indiana University Bloomington 
Belinda McEachern IVMF at Syracuse University 
Erika Banuelos Columbia University, School of International & Public Affairs (SIPA) 
Eric Tatman Indiana University - Bloomington 
Hristina Jovanoska Ivy Tech Community College 
Ibrahim Bello University of Maryland Global Campus 
 
C.3 Students’ Thoughts on Participating in the Summit 
We asked the students to share their thoughts on their experiences at the Summit. Below are a 
selection of their responses. ​These statements have been edited for brevity and clarity​. 
● Posie Aagaard; Master's in Information Technology with Cyber Focus, University of 
Texas San Antonio 
○ The conference was very well organized and information about the conference 
was clearly communicated in advance, which helped me plan. I appreciated the 
pre-recorded sessions and was able to view them in advance. Richard Biever’s 
and Ken Goodwin’s vulnerability scanning/honeypot session, and Pablo Morian’s 
session on cyberinfrastructure protection using machine learning, made me 
wonder, “Why didn’t I think of that?” The session moderators did a super job of 
being punctual, informative, and keeping that human element in the virtual 
sessions. Thank you for recording some sessions, and thanks to the presenters 
for sharing slides as they were able. I found Kate Starbird’s keynote on 
disinformation to be fascinating and relevant to the discussions organizations 
should be having about cybersecurity. The humor and candor in Jerry Brower’s 
"Gemini’s Policy Laxative," was welcome and informative. Susan Son’s "Speak 
Their Language," included some gems of advice that I am sure I will reference in 
my future briefings. The Tuesday training session was a great bonus. I liked the 
technical hands-on aspect and the ability to ask presenters questions along the 
way. I attended Bart Miller’s and Elisa Heymann’s session. They did a lot to 
prepare ahead of time. 
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Krunal Mahant Rochester Institute of Technology 
Melody Malusi Strathmore University 
Neha Supe Indiana University Bloomington 
Posie Aagaard University of Texas at San Antonio 
Rachel Bleiman Temple University 
Ritika Bafna Penn State University 
Reagan Hardy Indiana University 
Reema Moussa University of California, Santa Barbara 
Ross Gegan University of California, Davis 
Sean Grant Ivy Tech 
Thomas Le National University 
● Hristina Jovanoska; Associate's in Cybersecurity/Information Assurance, Ivy Tech 
Community College 
○ I thank the NSF for choosing me to represent this year's student program. I 
learned so much that I will take with me in my career. It was a great experience 
for all three days of the Summit. Thank you again. Stay safe and healthy, and I'm 
looking forward to next year's Summit. 
● Krunal Mahant; Master's in Computer Security, Rochester Institute of Technology 
○ This was my first experience as a student to be a part of an event that involves 
such a large number of candidates. The best part about the Summit was that 
everyone I interacted with had the same mindset as me: to share experiences 
and learn from one another. I attended the Web Security tools training session 
and was instantly inspired by the experiences shared by both Prof. Bart Miller 
and Elisa Heymann. Each session had so much information packed in a very 
organised way that it never felt overwhelming at all. Apart from the training day, I 
was part of the "Build a Cybersecurity Culture with Tabletop Security Exercises" 
by Josh Drake. It was a fun and insightful experience as there were topics 
discussed in the session that I had never imagined were important in building the 
security culture. It gave me good knowledge about how organizations in the 
industry use techniques to develop security habits. All in all, my experience was 
great and I would love to continue being part of NSF Cybersecurity Summit each 
year. Thanks a lot for accepting me as a participant. 
● Eric Tatman; Bachelor's in Intelligent Systems Engineering, Indiana University 
Bloomington 
○ I really enjoyed keynote speaker Kate Starbird's presentation on disinformation. I 
thought it was a very insightful presentation, particularly when she shared 
overlays of her models depicting how the sources of disinformation not only come 
from opposing factions in contemporary social movements, but some of the 
disinformation somes from the same source. This showed that some of the 
disinformation sources are not only acting on both sides, but they are using their 
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The 16 NSF Large Facilities represented at this year’s Summit were: 
● United States Antarctic Program 
● Academic Research Fleet 
● Green Bank Observatory 
● Icecube Neutrino Observatory 
● International Ocean Discovery Program 
● Large Hadron Collider (CMS) 
● Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave Observatory 
● National Center for Atmospheric Research 
● Natural Hazards Engineering Research Infrastructure 
● National Ecological Observatory Network 
● Geodetic Facility for the Advancement of Geosciences 
● NSF’s National Optical-Infrared Astronomy Research Laboratory 
● National Radio Astronomy Observatory 
● National Solar Observatory 
● Ocean Observatory Initiative 
 
The 142 NSF-supported projects represented at the Summit were: 
● A Framework for Data Intensive Discovery in Multimessenger Astrophysics 
● A Science Support Office for the International Ocean Discovery Program 
● Advanced Technology Solar Telescope (ATST) Construction under the Major Research 
Equipment and Facilities Construction (MREFC) Account 
● BD Hubs: Collaborative Proposal: Midwest: Midwest Big Data Hub: Building 
Communities to Harness the Data Revolution 
● Bridges: From Communities and Data to Workflows and Insight 
● CAREER: A Dynamic Program Monitoring Framework Using Neural Network Hardware 
● CAREER: Analysis and Repair of Build Scripts for DevOps Software Practice 
● CAREER: Application-centric, Reliable and Efficient High Performance Computing 
● CAREER: Applying a Criminological Framework to Understand Adaptive Adversarial 
Decision-Making Processes in Critical Infrastructure Cyberattacks 
● CAREER: Environmental Forcing on the Resilience of Carbonate Platforms During the 
Early Cretaceous Super Greenhouse Period 
● CAREER: Group-Centric Secure Information Sharing - Models, Properties, and 
Implementation 
● CAREER: Holistic Assessment of the Impacts of Connected Buildings and People on 
Community Energy Planning and Management 
● CAREER: Optimal Interdependent Operation of Electricity Distribution Grids and Water 
Distribution Systems in Smart Cities 
● CAREER: Programming Vascularization by Design in Porous Composites 
● CAREER:Continental Paleoenvironmental Responses to Carbon Cycle Perturbations 
During the mid-Cretaceous Greenhouse 
● Category I: Anvil - A National Composable Advanced Computational Resource for the 
Future of Science and Engineering 
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● Category I: Bridges-2: Scalable Converged Computing, Data, and Analytics for Rapidly 
Evolving Science and Engineering Research 
● Category I: Jetstream 2: Accelerating Science and Engineering On-Demand 
● CC* Compute: Deep Bayou: Accelerating Scientific Discoveries with A GPU Cluster 
● CC* Compute: GP-ARGO: The Great Plains Augmented Regional Gateway to the Open 
Science Grid 
● CC* Compute: Integrating Georgia Tech into the Open Science Grid for Multi-Messenger 
Astrophysics 
● CC* Integration: Archipelago: Linking Researchers On-Campuses and in the Cloud 
through SDN-Enabled Microsegmentation 
● CC* Integration: End-to-End Performance and Security Driven Federated Data-Intensive 
Workflow Management 
● CC* Network Design: Improve Network on Campus for Research and Education in 
Agriculture, Science, and Engineering at Prairie View A&M University 
● CC* Network Design: The Western South Dakota Research and Education Network 
● CC* Networking Infrastructure: Gate City Research Network - A Multi-Institution Science 
DMZ 
● CC* Networking Infrastructure: Science DMZ for Data-enabled Science, Engineering, 
and Health 
● CC* NPEO: The Research and Science Engagement Center: A Production Platform for 
Operations, Applied Training, Monitoring, and R&E Support 
● CC* NPEO: Toward the National Research Platform 
● CC* Planning: NC Regional Science DMZ 
● CC* Team: Great Plains Regional CyberTeam 
● CC*DNI DIBBs: The Pacific Research Platform 
● CCRI: Planning: Collaborative Research: A Software-defined Wireless Communications 
Network Research Infrastructure for the Industrial Internet of Things(IIoT)Research 
Community 
● CICI: CCoE: Trusted CI: Advancing Trustworthy Science 
● CICI: CE: Improving the Security of a Science DMZ 
● CICI: Center of Excellence: Center for Trustworthy Scientific Cyberinfrastructure 
● CICI: CSRC: Research Security Operations Center (ResearchSOC) 
● CICI: RDP: Enforcing Security and Privacy Policies to Protect Research Data 
● CICI: RDP: Supporting Controlled Unclassified Information with a Campus Awareness 
and Risk Management Framework 
● CICI: Regional: Substrate for Cybersecurity Education; a Platform for Training, Research 
and Experimentation (SCEPTRE) 
● CICI: Secure and Resilient Architecture: Effective and Economical Protection for 
High-Performance Research and Education Networks 
● CICI: SSC: Real-Time Operating System and Network Security for Scientific Middleware 
● CloudLab Phase II: Community Infrastructure To Expand the Frontiers of Cloud 
Computing Research 
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● CNS Core: Small: Robust Performance Guarantee of Containerized Microservices in the 
Cloud 
● Collaborative Proposal: Frameworks: Project Tapis: Next Generation Software for 
Distributed Research 
● Collaborative Proposal: Frameworks: Project Tapis: Next Generation Software for 
Distributed Research 
● Collaborative Research: CICI: Regional: SouthEast SciEntific Cybersecurity for 
University REsearch (SouthEast SECURE) 
● Collaborative Research: CICI: Secure and Resilient Architecture: SciGuard: Building a 
Security Architecture for Science DMZ Based on SDN and NFV Technologies 
● Collaborative Research: Community Planning for Scalable Cyberinfrastructure to 
Support Multi-Messenger Astrophysics 
● Collaborative Research: High-Fidelity Modeling of Poromechanics with Strong 
Discontinuities 
● Collaborative Research: Optimal Sensor Selection and Robust Traffic Detection and 
Estimation in a World of Connected Vehicles 
● Collaborative research: Phylogenomic analyses of lorisiform primates using museum 
collections 
● Collaborative Research: The dynamic iron curtain surrounding fluctuating rivers and its 
impacts on arsenic fate and transport 
● Collaborative Research: Uncovering the Effects of Stereotype Threats on Latina/o 
Students? Success in Undergraduate Engineering 
● Cooperative Agreement for Management and Operation of the National Optical 
Astronomy Observatory as a Federally Funded Research and Development Center 
(FFRDC) Sponsored by the NSF 
● CRII: NeTS: Embracing Dynamic Spectrum Sharing without Privacy Concerns 
● CS4SA-HS: Developing a collaborative of secondary computer science teachers to 
increase Latinx participation in CS 
● Data Handling and Analysis Infrastructure for Gravitational-wave Astronomy 
● Developing and Validating STEM Social Capital Scales 
● EAGER: An Investigation of the Propagation of Error-Resistant and Error-Prone 
Messages Over Large-Scale Information Networks 
● EAGER: Collaborative: A Criminology-Based Simulation of Dynamic Adversarial 
Behavior in Cyberattacks 
● EAGER: Collaborative: A Criminology-Based Simulation of Dynamic Adversarial 
Behavior in Cyberattacks 
● EAGER: Feasibility Study of Epitaxial Oxide Resistive Field Effect Transistor (EOR-FET) 
● EAGER: Investigating and Pinpointing the College Success Factors for First-Generation, 
Underrepresented College Students in Engineering 
● EAGER: Reprogramming to the Totipotent State 
● Elements: Data: HDR: Collaborative Research: Developing an On-Demand Service 
Module for Mining Geophysical Properties of Sea Ice from High Spatial Resolution 
Imagery 
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● Enabling Discoveries in Multiscale Earth System Dynamics: Geodetic Facility for the 
Advancement of Geoscience (GAGE) 
● Examining Shifting Geographies of Historically Underrepresented Groups 
● Frameworks: Software NSCI-Open OnDemand 2.0: Advancing Accessibility and 
Scalability for Computational Science through Leveraged Software Cyberinfrastructure 
● Fundamental Properties and Applications of pi-Conjugated Platinum Carbene 
Chromophores and Polymers 
● Gateways to Discovery: Cyberinfrastructure for the Long Tail of Science 
● Graduate Research Fellowship Program (GRFP) 
● High Performance Computing System Acquisition: Jetstream - A Self-Provisioned, 
Scalable Science and Engineering Cloud Environment 
● I-Corps: Interactive Statistical Decision Trees for Application in Real-world Contexts 
● IRNC Core Improvement: SXTransPORT Pacific Islands Research and Education 
Network 
● IRNC-BackBone- TransPAC4 - Pragmatic Application-Driven International Networking 
● IRNC: AMI: NetSage - An Open, Privacy-Aware, Network Measurement, Analysis, and 
Visualization Service 
● IRNC: Backbone: AmLight Express and Protect (ExP) 
● IRNC: Backbone: NEAAR: Networks for European, American, and African Research 
● IUSE: Collaborative Project: Engaged Student Learning: Design and Development, 
Level I: Broadening the Path to the STEM Profession Through Cybersecurity Learning 
● LIGO Laboratory Operations and Maintenance 2019-2023 
● Management and Operation of the National Radio Astronomy Observatory (NRAO) 
● Management and Operation of the Ocean Observatories Initiative (OOI) 
● Management and Operations of the IceCube Neutrino Observatory 2016-2021 
● Management and Operations of the JOIDES Resolution as a Facility for the International 
Ocean Discovery Program (IODP) 
● Management and Operations of the National Optical Astronomy Observatory 
● Mid-Scale RI-1 (M1:IP): FABRIC: Adaptive Programmable Research Infrastructure for 
Computer Science and Science Applications 
● Mid-scale RI-2 Consortium: Biogeochemical-Argo: A global robotic network to observe 
changing ocean chemistry and biology 
● MRI Acquisition: High Performance Computing Cluster for Data Intensive Research 
● MRI: Acquisition of a New Single-Crystal X-Ray Diffractometer 
● MRI: Acquisition of an Advanced Computing Instrument to Integrate Data-Driven 
Research and Data intensive computing at Johns Hopkins University 
● MRI: Acquisition of an HPC System for Data-Driven Discovery in Computational 
Astrophysics, Biology, Chemistry, and Materials Science 
● National Ecological Observatory Network: Operations Activities 
● Natural Hazards Engineering Research Infrastructure: Experimental Facility with 
Boundary Layer Wind Tunnel, Wind Load and Dynamic Flow Simulators, and Pressure 
Loading Actuators 
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● Natural Hazards Engineering Research Infrastructure: Experimental Facility with 
Geotechnical Centrifuges 
● Natural Hazards Engineering Research Infrastructure: Experimental Facility with Large, 
Mobile Dynamic Shakers for Field Testing 
● Natural Hazards Engineering Research Infrastructure: Post-Disaster, Rapid Response 
Research (RAPID) Facility 
● NeTS: Small: SMILE -- Towards Smarter Network Edges for Next Generation Networks 
● Neural Mechanisms of Generalization in the Ventral Hippocampus 
● NSF/GEO-NERC: Collaborative Research: Multi-scale investigation of rheology and 
emplacement of multi-phase lava 
● OAC Core: Small: Devising Data-driven Methodologies by Employing Large-scale 
Empirical Data to Fingerprint, Attribute, Remediate and Analyze Internet-scale IoT 
Maliciousness 
● Oceanographic Technical Services, 2018-2022, R/V Pelican 
● Oceanographic Technical Services, University of Alaska Fairbanks, 2018-2022 
● Oceanographic Technical Services, University of Minnesota, 2018-2022 
● Oceanographic Technical Services, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, 2018-2022 
● PAWR Platform POWDER-RENEW: A Platform for Open Wireless Data-driven 
Experimental Research with Massive MIMO Capabilities 
● Pilot Study for a Cyberinfrastructure Center of Excellence 
● Planning Grant: Engineering Research Center for Sustainable Urban Ecosystems 
● Qualitative Study of the Mean Field Equation and Allen-Cahn Equation 
● R/V Pelican Ship Operations CY18-23 
● RCN: Advancing Research and Education Through a National Network of Campus 
Research Computing Infrastructures - The CaRC Consortium 
● Reasoning Language for Teaching Secondary Algebra 
● Regional Cybersecurity/Cyberinfrastructure Workshop Targeting Minority Serving 
Institutions: Low-Cost/High-Impact Cyberdefense and Cyberinfrastructure Resources 
● REU Site: Biomedical engineering Research for Active military and Veterans (BRAVe) 
● RII Track-1: Data Analytics that are Robust and Trusted (DART): From Smart Curation to 
Socially Aware Decision Making 
● RII Track-1: Ike Wai: Securing Hawaii's Water Future 
● Rolling Deck to Repository (R2R) 2014-2019 
● S2I2: Institute for Research and Innovation in Software for High Energy Physics 
(IRIS-HEP) 
● SaTC-CCRI: Collaborative Research: Sharing Expertise and Artifacts for Reuse through 
Cybersecurity CommunityHub (SEARCCH) 
● SaTC-CCRI: Collaborative Research: Sharing Expertise and Artifacts for Reuse through 
Cybersecurity CommunityHub (SEARCCH) 
● SaTC: CORE: Medium: Augmenting Automated Vulnerability Analysis with Human 
Activity 
● SaTC: EDU: Collaborative: Enhancing Security Education through Transiting Research 
on Security in Emerging Network Technologies 
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● SaTC: TTP: Small: STINGAR - Deployment of highly automated, reliable, and fast 
cybersecurity threat response systems 
● Southern Ocean Carbon and Climate Observations and Modeling (SOCCOM) 
● Southern Ocean Carbon and Climate Observations and Modeling (SOCCOM2) 
● Stampede 2: Operations and Maintenance for the Next Generation of Petascale 
Computing 
● Stress Modulated Phase Transition in 2D TMDC Materials 
● The Dark Energy Survey Data Management Operations 
● The Management and Operation of the National Center for Atmospheric Research 
(NCAR) 
● THE OPEN SCIENCE GRID The Next Five Years: Distributed High Throughput 
Computing for the Nation's Scientists, Researchers, Educators, and Students 
● The Polar Geospatial Center: Community and Facility Support 
● The Texas A&M Cyber Leader Scholarship Program: Developing Cyber Leader-Scholars 
for the Nation 
● TWC: TTP Option: Small: Automating Attack Strategy Recognition to Enhance Cyber 
Threat Prediction 
● TWC: TTP Option: Small: Collaborative: Integrated Smart Grid Analytics for Anomaly 
Detection 
● U.S. CMS Operations at the LHC 
● University of Alaska Fairbanks/Sikuliaq Oceanographic Instrumentation 
● University of Minnesota Duluth R/V Blue Heron Ship Operations - CY 2018-2022 
● US Ignite: Collaborative Research: Focus Area 1: Rapid and Resilient Critical Data 
Sourcing for Public Safety and Emergency Response 
● Virtual Data Set Services Enabling New Science at NSF Facilities 
● VLBA Operations and Reintegration into NRAO 
● XSEDE 2.0: Integrating, Enabling and Enhancing National Cyberinfrastructure with 
Expanding Community Involvement 
● XSEDE: eXtreme Science and Engineering Discovery Environment 
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Appendix F: Training Evaluation Report 
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